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Question
Answer
Will there be an extensive DV supplemental section
Yes.
like there was last year?
How is the 20% system performance weighted for New
Project applications?
Can you clarify the new projects funding? The NOFO
There are 3 pots of funding for new projects: CoC Bonus 61,916,
says $61,916.
DV Bonus 95,028, and Special NOFO 359,848/yr x 3 years
Can (the healthcare partnership) be mental health care
partnership?
What is SAM?
To clarify, for the special NOFO application, applicants
should write as if the vouchers exist? And the CoC and
SHA will work on the voucher agreement?
Will we know how many vouchers are available? As I
imagine that would impact the project design and
projected outcomes
Where do we find a copy of our APR?
And where do we find the CoC partner certification
form?
We refer everyone to Arches to get assessed, and we
help people to get IDs, phones, name changes,
resumes, etc. So it seems that the closest option to fit
us would be a an SSO - Supportive Services Only
project?

In order to submit we need a 25% minimum project
funding match from another source?

Can you repeat the 1% needed for CoC Coordination?
Are you saying to budget within our applications or it
would come outside of the grant agreement and be
invoiced as a service?
Is there a max request amount allowable for PSH?
What are programs using for match for the CoC
applications?
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Federal System for Award Management. Sam.gov
Yes. Talk about the number of vouchers the project would
need and any other specifications to meet your project
outcomes.
Talk about the number of vouchers the project would need and
any other specifications to meet your project outcomes.

x
x
x

x

Contact Hunter Belgard at OHCS if you need assistance running
your APR (hunter.belgard@oregon.gov)
It is on the Alliance website (Funding page)
A project that does not provide permanent housing or joint
transitional housing-Rapid Re-Housing may qualify as providing
Supportive Services Only. See the definition of Supportive
Services Only and the HUD link on eligible sctivities
(https://www.hudexchange.info/homelessness-assistance/cocesg-virtual-binders/coc-eligible-activities/supportiveservices/). SSO projects can only be funded through the Special
NOFO.
This is true for projects funded through the CoC Program funds,
with the exception of no matching funds required for leasing
costs. Match requirements are different for the Special NOFO.

Vouchers

x

Yes, mental health is health care.

x

x

x
x

x

CoC policy is to charge equivalent of 1% of CoC, ESG-CV, and
YHDP grants for CoC coordination. This cost cannot be charged
to the grant.

x

See Funding Availabiliy on the Alliance Funding webpage
Matching funds come from a variety of sources including
private/communit donations, foundations, State dollars, and
other non-federal funding sources.

x

Can you point me in the direction of HUD eligible
services?
CoC Eligible Activities - Supportive Services - HUD Exchange
For the requirement to partner with a health care
Yes.
provider, does that apply for the Unsheltered Homeless
Supplemental, Support Services Only option?
On page 25, Section 2 of the DV Supplemental
questions there are two d’s. Do you want us to change
this or keep the mistake in place so it is consistent with
the
application?
Janet
mentioned needing to modify our answers last

CoC
NOFO

You can change the second "d" to "e." The scorers will be
aligning the items with the scoring tools, not the RFP, and the
formatting error doesn’t exist on the scoring tool for DV.

Last year’s Consolidated Application is on the funding page at
year. Is there a way to see those, so we can do a better the bottom under 2021 Documents. The DV sections for part 1
job of either not giving you too much information or
start on page 11 (1c5) and 4A starting on page 52. You can
too little?
compare last year’s questions with the current application and
adjust the responses to correspond with the current questions.
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